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Why spend $2 dollars only to buy one U.S. Powerball, Mega Millions, or Cash4Life lotto ticket 
when you can be a part of a lottery group on the Binance Chain and increase your chances of 
striking the jackpot? With the exact same $2 dollars, holders of the LOTTOGROUP will be able 
to play all three games and be part of a weekly distribution pool jackpot.

Join Crypto Lotto Group, and you will be part of a community of lotto enthusiasts that 
collectively play popular United States lotto games such as Powerball, Mega Millions, and 
Cash4Life, therefore increasing our chances of hitting the lotto jackpot.

Introduc�on to U�lity
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The U.S. Powerball and Mega Millions have a starting jackpot of $20 million dollars, and the 
Cash4Life game has a jackpot of $1,000 per day. Drawing days are as follows:

-  Powerball (Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays)
-  Mega Millions (Tuesdays and Fridays)
-  Cash4Life (every day)

1. Each ticket will be stamped with the signature of the U.S.-based company Crypto Lotto 
Group to ensure that the company is the only legal entity allowed to cash the ticket in 
compliance with Powerball, Mega Millions and Cash4Life regulations.

2. Purchase any token amount, and you will be included in that week’s distribution pool. 
The distribution pool restarts every Monday. 

3. Purchase and hold 1 bilion LOTTOGROUP token, and you will be automatically included 
in the one-year winning distribution pool.

4. Winning ticket prizes will be proportionally distributed to the LOTTOGROUP token 
holders participating in the weekly pool and holders of 1 billion LOTTOGROUP token.

5. Winning Powerball, Mega Millions and Cash4Life numbers will be checked daily.

How It Works 
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The portion of the buy and sale taxes will be used to buy strategically chosen numbers 
weekly. More taxes = more numbers will be played = more chances of striking the jackpot 
(going to the moon).

Buy (5%) - Liquidity 2% - Lotto Ticket 3%* - Marketing 1%
Sell (5%) - Liquidity 2% - Lotto Ticket 3%* - Marketing 1%

Breakdown of Taxes
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1. Total taxes from the previous week will be used to fund the current week’s picked 
numbers (weekly cut off is every Sunday, 10 pm UTC (See #3 Frequently Asked Questions 
for more detail)

2. Cumulative winning ticket prizes from $1 dollar to $500 dollars will be added to the 
upcoming lotto funding pool

3. Total winning ticket value from $501 and above will be proportionally redistributed to the 
weekly LOTTOGROUP holders, including anyone who purchased LOTTOGROUP during the 
week and holders of  2.5 billion LOTTOGROUP token.

Distribu�on Pool Jackpot
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 Launching on upcoming DeFI platforms to increase token  awarness.

Q1 2023: 1) CoinMarketCap listing   2) Collaborations with other lotto pools  (to increase our 
chances of winning) 3) Weekly project updates on YouTube

Q2 2023: 1) Website Redesign 

Q3 2023: 1) YouTube partnerships

Roadmap
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Step-by-step Instructions on How to Purchase LOTTOGROUP on Pancake Swap:

1. Download MetaMask  
Download it for free from the App Store or Google Play Store, or add the desktop browser 
extension on Google Chrome by going to metamask.io.
Follow steps from their guide to set up a wallet.

2. Send BNB to MetaMask
You can buy BNB directly through MetaMask or transfer it from another wallet or crypto 
exchange.

3. Connect to Pancakeswap
Go to pancakeswap.finance via a desktop browser or inside your MetaMask wallet. Tap the 
three blue lines at the top left of your screen to reveal your browser.
When MetaMask asks for your signature, go ahead and click sign.

4. Swap BNB for Crypto Lotto Group (LOTTOGROUP)
Click the gear button and change the slippage amount to 13-15%. Next, add the desired BNB 
amount you would like to swap. Then click the “Swap” button to finalize the trade.

How To Buy LOTTOGROUP Token
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Frequently Asked Questions:

1. What wallets are excluded?
 A. Half of the original token supply is locked at Bot Planet. This is evidenced by Bot Planet being the largest 
holder of the LOTTOGROUP token (49.5%). Thus, this wallet is excluded from LOTTOGROUP distribution 
pool. 

B.  PancakeSwap is a decentralized platform where our token is available for purchase. Any amount in the 
PancakeSwap is an outstanding LOTTOGROUP token that can be purchased. Thus, this wallet is excluded 
indefinitely from any future winning distributions. 

C.  This following wallet is excluded because its used to collect the LOTTOGROUP fees 
0xaa57e95cc1093d6ce67c0cc8392f095b55ef8b14 

D.   The wallet 0x85dbaf66bf6a2cf6320b2bcd1ee3db4caae17bfb is exempt because its associated with creating 
LOTTOGROUP token. 

2. How are numbers selected?
A.  We will analyze historical winning numbers to predict future favorable outcomes.
B. Holders with 1 billion LOTTOGROUP tokens are able to submit their preferred numbers.

3. Community participation will be rewarded from the marketing wallet*
Any members of the LOTTOGROUP community with specialized skills (mathematics, web design, etc.) who 
can help the community achieve its objective can request to be compensated.

4. Can I buy a LOTTOGROUP token anytime?
You are welcome to buy a LOTTOGROUP token at any time, but to keep a fair balance and avoid anyone 
buying the token after finding out the group has won, anyone who purchased a token after 10 pm UTC will 
NOT be included on that day’s drawing but will be included in the remaining drawings for that week. For 
example, if John decides he wants to play on Tuesday. John would have to hold the LOTTOGROUP token 
before 10 pm UTC on that Tuesday to be included in Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday 
drawings. On the contrary, if John buys LOTTOGROUP token on Tuesday at 10:01 pm UTC, he will only be 
included in Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday.

5.  1 Billion worth of LOTTOGROUP token rules
Any group member holding 1 billion LOTTOGROUP tokens will be included in the drawing for a year. For 
example, John owns 500 million tokens, and then he adds on to his position another 500 million the 
following week, totaling 1 billion.  As long as John continues to hold that number of tokens, he will qualify to 
be included in a weekly payout for a year.

6. When will the tickets be stamped and shown to pool participants?
Tickets will be stamped with the group signature and submitted in the Telegram by Monday 1 AM UTC

7. Would I still be in the pool if I buy and sell out of my position within the same week?
Yes, but prize distribution is proportional to your holdings.

8. We WON! Now What?
After U.S. taxes are paid on the winning amounts, the after-tax prize will be proportionally divided among 
the eligible LOTTOGROUP weekly holders and 1 billion LOTTOGROUP token holders. Each week recesses a 
cycle and gives you an opportunity to be a whale for that week’s pool. 

Frequently Asked Ques�ons
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The content shared on this website is for information purposes only and, thus, should not 
be considered financial advice and is for entertainment information only. Crypto trading or 
investing is risky, and you should never invest more than you can afford to lose. You 
assume the sole responsibility of evaluating the merits and risks associated with using any 
information or other content on the site before making any decisions based on such 
information or other content. Crypto Lotto Group does not promise financial gain nor 
guarantees a favorable outcome for the LOTTOGROUP holders in any of the games named 
above.  *Portion of the Lotto Ticket Tax will be used for management fees.

Disclaimer


